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Teacher Version of Portrait Cards: Vietnamese 
Refugees  
Lesson Two 
 
 
 

Extension Activity for Lesson Two: 
 
1) Write a timeline with 3 sections on the board, divided into 1970s, 
1980s and 1990s. 
 
2) Form student groups of 3 or 4. Assign or have each student pick a   
group job: a) Timeline locator; b) Reader; c) Reporter(s). 
 
3) Give out one Portrait Card to each group. 
 
4) Help students with the pronunciation of names. 
 
5) Have student groups read the card and discuss the following 
questions:  
    a) What challenges do you think this person or group have had to 
 face during their immigration and settlement in the U.S.? 
    b) What challenges can you think of that this person or group will 
 face in their future? 
    c) If you can tell by the card, explain what contribution(s) this 
 person or group has made in the U.S. 
 
6) The reporters should each choose one of these questions to report 
back to the class. The Reader should prepare to read the Portrait 
Card to the rest of the class. The Timeline Locator should prepare to 
explain where in the timeline this person or group fits. 
  

After students have read/shared their Portrait Cards, have them look 
over the last page of the “Vietnamese American Timeline” (from 1975 
through 1995) and relate those dates to their knowledge of refugees 
from Lesson One and this lesson, noting which individuals came 
during the first wave right after the Fall of Saigon in 1975, and who 
came in later waves. (Note: Pages 2 and 3 of the Timeline can 
provide additional background information on the immigration waves 
from Vietnam.) 
 
 
A note about names: 
Vietnamese names are traditionally written with the family or surname 
listed first, followed by the middle name and then the first name. 
 
However, to adapt to English tradition, some Vietnamese have an 
English first name, which they list first, along with middle name and 
last name, respectively. 
 
Names here are listed in the English tradition unless otherwise noted. 
Also, an approximate pronunciation of each name is given (the 
Vietnamese use the English alphabet, but some letter sounds are 
pronounced differently than the English letter sounds. Also, accent 
marks used to further identify Vietnamese pronunciations are not used 
here). 
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Nguyen (“ng –win” or “win”) is the family name. (“ng” is the sound you 
hear at the end of the word “king”). “Nguyen” is one syllable but drawn 
out a bit. 
 

 
 
Do Kim Doan (“doe kim dowan”) - Doan is the family name. Quynh 
Trung Duong (“quinn chung zu-ong.” In this word, the “D” sounds like 
a “z.” 
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Kristie Da-Ngoc Nguyen (“da-knock ng-win or win”). Nguyen is her 
family name. 
 

 

 
 
Choy is the first name, and Vong is the last name. 
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Chu Hung (“ju hoong“ ) and Lester Tran (“chun”).  
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Laihong Tran (“lye-hong chun”). Laihong is her first name, Tran is the 
family name. 
 
 
 

 
 
Tran Trong Thuc’s name is listed in the traditional Vietnamese order. 
Tran (“chun”) is the family name; Thuc (“took”) is his first name, and 
Trong (“chjong”) is his middle name. 
 
 


